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up with the superficial that it can be heard to feel
good about the fact that I am different. It can
feel lonely. But it’s better to be true to myself
and celebrate that difference. There is meaning
in every day and I need to find it. Reaching and
helping a student to harness the power of
language is really rewarding. I hope I can
continue to do that and still write a good poem
or two.”

Why This Career Works for Anne
It is not just helping her students develop a
technical skill that Anne finds so rewarding. As
with many NFs, the satisfaction comes from
empowering people to grow and realize their
potential. She also enjoys the tremendous variety
of interactions she has with students, faculty,
and staff of the university. And due to her
seniority, Anne has freedom and flexibility
(something most INFPs enjoy) and can teach
whichever courses she wishes each semester.
An introverted Feeler (dominant), Anne runs
the learning center in a way that is consistent
with her own values and beliefs. She feels
strongly about its mission and works hard to
help students achieve results. It is clearly the
one-on-one relationships with students that are
most gratifying as she helps them create quality
work. Anne’s efforts at her own writing also
demonstrate her introverted feeling.
In running the center, Anne uses her
extraverted Intuition (auxiliary) to monitor how
things are going and to think up new approaches
to solve problems. She listens carefully to
interactions between students and tutors to make
sure the student is getting the best help possible.
In her own tutoring, she uses her Intuition to see
what is lacking in student’s writing and to
explain connections that the student might have
missed. She is an innovative administrator, as
evidenced by the conference she developed for
high school students.
Anne’s developing Sensing (third function) is
reflected in her interest in what she calls “the

realities of life,” physical and outdoor activities
and the discovery that her spirituality is very
connected to the natural world.

Common Threads
Although Emily, Dan and Anne have
different backgrounds, experiences, and careers,
there are certain common threads that weave
through their stories. Specific interests and
abilities may differ, but owing to their similar
temperament values, the same hierarchy of their
psychological functions, and the “world” they
naturally use them in (inner and outer), there are
certain observations we can make about the
needs of many INFPs.
What follows is a list of the most important
elements – the formula, if you will, for INFP
satisfaction. Given the uniqueness of all
individuals – even those who share the same
type – this list will not describe each INFP
equally well. The important thing is that these
ten elements, with varying degrees of intensity
and in different orders of importance, identify
what INFPs need to be satisfied.
After you have reviewed this list, we
recommend that you go back and prioritize the
elements in order of their importance to you.
When doing this, think of past work experiences
as well as your present job, and what you found
particularly satisfying or unsatisfying. Try to
look for themes that run through several
experiences, not just the events which might be
true for one work situation but not for another.

As an INFP, career satisfaction
means doing work that:
1. Is in harmony with my own personal
values and beliefs and allows me to
express my vision through my work

